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iStudy PMP Exam FREE 2.0 for iPhone Makes PMP Exam Review Easier
Published on 04/13/10
Panacea Solutions Limited today released iStudy PMP Exam FREE 2.0 for iPhone and iPod
touch users studying for their Project Management Professional exam. The PMP is
notoriously difficult and individual tutors can be unbelievably expensive. iStudy PMP Exam
FREE has been designed by PMP professionals to make studying as easy as possible and
within financial reach for those taking the exam. Users can trust that the program is
streamlined to the areas most important for the examination.
London, UK - Announcing that Panacea Solutions Limited, the developers of iStudy PMP (R)
Exam FREE, has released the latest update of their app for users studying for their
Project Management Professional (PMP) exam. The PMP is notoriously difficult and
individual tutors can be unbelievably expensive. iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE has been
designed by PMP professionals to make studying as easy as possible and within financial
reach for those taking the exam.
The iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE is an application specifically designed to help PMP students
practice for their exam. Passing means certification, which is necessary for students to
move forward in their career. The app has been created by a PMP Practitioner and a PMP
Examiner, referencing information to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)
text
book, something not available in other applications. Users can trust that the program is
streamlined to the areas most important for the examination.
Naoman Sheikh, Head of Sales for Panacea Solutions, has first-hand experience of the PMP
process, including the financial strain, "I went through the PMP exam myself and found
that practicing exam questions was key to passing the exam. However, I discovered that
many companies were charging extortionate amounts for practice questions."
While the iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE app doesn't cost anything, others who are offering PMP
practice aids have been demanding, "Four hundred dollars for five hundred questions,"
according to Sheikh.
These expensive programs tie students to their computers in order to utilize the practice
sessions. The iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE developers understand the need for flexibility, so
have created their app to provide a portable and vastly more affordable venue for
preparing for the PMP Exam. Students are able to tackle a question when they have a few
moments while waiting for an appointment or between classes.
While the iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE interface is intentionally clean and distraction free,
it offers four modes to accommodate different learning styles and push students to their
limits in the subject. The Normal, Exam, Stress Test and Knowledge Area modes are meant to
challenge and provide a full experience that can raise confidence and preparedness for the
exam.
Thirty-five questions, answers, study results, explanations and references to the PMBOK
textbook are all supplied in the application for free, with an additional five hundred and
fifty available via in-App purchases for those who want to prepare even more thoroughly
for their exam.
Users can't really go wrong with this application. It's free to download and use, has been
developed by industry insiders and references the standard PMBOK, which the exam is based
on. Students gain more confidence and greater chance of success, thanks to preparing with
this valuable study tool. iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE doesn't just give them the answers, it
provides a method for them to fully understand them, too.
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Device Requirements:
* iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 0.9 MB
Pricing and Availability
iStudy PMP (R) Exam FREE 2.0 is FREE and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Education category.
iStudy PMP Exam FREE 2.0:
h
Download From iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/istudy-pmp-exam-free/id352961881?mt=8
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7QH9FiIJqM
Media Assets:
http://s957.photobucket.com/albums/ae54/istudyapps/iStudy%20PMP%20Exam%20FREE/

Panacea Solutions is a company focused on App creations for the burgeoning mobile
applications market. The company is dedicated to creating applications to help students
revise and successfully pass industry standard exams. Copyright (C) 2010
Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover & Edward Turner. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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